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SUBJECT TOPIC LEARNING OUTCOME

PROJECT:- Write atleast ten proverbs and ten Idioms with their meanings .Also
frame a sentence with each of them.(A4 paper)
ASSIGN.:- Write a Biography on-"Kailash Satyarthi- A Nobel Peace Prize
Winner".

PROJECT:- ,sfrgkfld Lekjd ds pkj fp= cukdj fdUgh nks ds ckjs esa fy[kka

ASSIGN.:-vkidks Nqfê;ksa esa fdlds Äj tkuk vPnk yxrk gSa ogkWa dh fnup;kZ dSls
vyx yxrh fyf[k,A

PROJECT:m|kuez dk fp= cukdj  vkB okD; laLd`r esa fy[ksA

ASSIGN.:-vLen`];q"en~`ds 'kCn :Ik fy[kuk`] b"k~ /krq ds ikWapksa ydkjksa esa :Ik fy[kuk
rFkk yV~ydkj ds lHkh`] opu ] iq:"k ds okD; cukuk

4
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ATHS
Students get the knowledge about Area and value.
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Students gain knowledge and learn moral value from great people
's life and to frame sentences.

2
HIN

DI Hkkjrh; bfrgkl ds fo"k; esa tkuuk ys[ku fdz;k esa dYiuk 'kFDr;ksa
dk fodkl gksukA

3
SANS

1½dRRkkZ ] fdz;k`] opu`] iq:"k dk lgh iz;ksx lh[kuk]m|kuez ds egRo
dks tkuuk rFkk dkjd foHkfDr ds iz;ksx dks :Ik dh mi;ksfxrk

STD. - VIII

ASSIGN.:-vLen`];q"en~`ds 'kCn :Ik fy[kuk`] b"k~ /krq ds ikWapksa ydkjksa esa :Ik fy[kuk
rFkk yV~ydkj ds lHkh`] opu ] iq:"k ds okD; cukuk
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Students get the knowledge about Area and value.

3
SANS

1½dRRkkZ ] fdz;k`] opu`] iq:"k dk lgh iz;ksx lh[kuk]m|kuez ds egRo
dks tkuuk rFkk dkjd foHkfDr ds iz;ksx dks :Ik dh mi;ksfxrk

PROJECT:- Write theformula of mensuration chapter with figure

ASSIGN.:- Some example of direct & inverse proportion.Write Cube and cube
roots of 2 to 30.
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Students get the knowledge about Area and value.

SO. S
CI They will know about the crops & their location in map.They will

learn know about fundamental rights.

PROJECT:- Mark the location of the different types of crofs on the  map with the
help of seeds.
ASSIGN.:-Describe the fundamental Rights.
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6
PHYSIC

S Students get knowledge of pushing and pulling and force also
learn about pressur is used in our daily life.

They will know about the crops & their location in map.They will
learn know about fundamental rights.

PROJECT:- Draw colourful and labelled diagram of Barometer and two uses of
Atmosphere pressure.

ASSIGN.:-1)Explanation about effect of force 2) Explanation about types of
forces(contact,noncontact,Gravitational ,Electrostatic etc) 3)Describe pressure (in
liquid,in gases)
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CHEM

.
Enhancing drawing and writing abilities

6
PHYSIC

S Students get knowledge of pushing and pulling and force also
learn about pressur is used in our daily life.

PROJECT:- Chart of different fibers

ASSIGN.:- Intax questions and answer and exercise.
7

CHEM
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Enhancing drawing and writing abilities

8 BIO students get knowledge about rabi and kharif crops.
PROJECT:- Collect the sample of crop rabi and kharif crops.
ASSIGN.:-Write about basic Agricultural practices.

8 BIO students get knowledge about rabi and kharif crops.
ASSIGN.:-Write about basic Agricultural practices.

8 BIO students get knowledge about rabi and kharif crops.



PROJECT:- Make a scrap book on A4 size coloured sheet on following topics -
1)Fundamental units of computer 2) 4-4-input and output device with diagram
.Note:- mininmum 7 pages should be use .Do not use both side of pages.

ASSIGN.:- Write the history ,importance and use of given searching platfom
a)Google b)Internet  Explorer 3) Mozilla Firefox  4) Opera mini 5)You tube

GK
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P. S
CI Students get knowledge about how to make scrap book and

different searching platforms.

10
Student get the knowledge about great of 20 th centuary also get
knowledge of currency demonetisation.

PROJECT:-Collect pictures of atleast 10 famous personalities of 20th centuary
.Paste these pictures on a chart paper also write 25 words about them.

ASSIGN.:-Write about currency Demonetisation above 150 words .Also write the
purpose of currency  Demonetisation.
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10
Student get the knowledge about great of 20 th centuary also get
knowledge of currency demonetisation.

11
Knowledge about games & sportsmanship develops.Moral values
are inculcated among students.

PROJECT:- Collect all the imformation about 'common Wealth Games" winners
of Indian team and giv a creative presentation on a chart.

ASSIGN.:- Write an inspirational story .Also write the moral values you learn
from the story.
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Knowledge about games & sportsmanship develops.Moral values
are inculcated among students.






